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Abstract: Interior environment art design can enhance the aesthetic feeling, highlight the function, for rational use of space, show 
the style of decoration is of great significance. In the interior environment art design, the appropriate atmosphere can be created 
through the rational use of soft decoration materials. Based on this, this paper will focus on the application of soft decoration 
materials in interior environment art design.
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The introduction
After the hard decoration is finished, the soft decoration job begins to undertake gradually. According to the preferences of 

residents and decoration style, the use of corresponding decorations and furniture, to better design the interior space. The purpose of 
interior environmental art design is to better meet the material and spiritual needs of residents, and the people-oriented concept should 
be strictly followed in the work. For the choice of soft decoration materials, we need to combine with the actual situation, highlight 
the style and show the key points of decoration, to achieve the purpose of environmental art design.
1. Analysis of the application value of soft decoration materials in interior environment 
art design

Modern architecture is basically reinforced concrete structure, this hard structure and indoor soft decoration itself has a certain 
antagonism, so the reasonable application of soft decoration can play a role in extending the building space. The application value of 
soft decoration materials in interior environment art design is mainly reflected in the following aspects:
1.1 Conducive to creating personalized indoor atmosphere

Due to the continuous development of decorative materials, people’s aesthetic way of diversified development. The choice of 
decoration is also more and more diverse, no matter it is in the choice of patterns and the use of color, there is a lot of choice space. 
To interior design staff character, need according to resident be fond of, through reasonable collocation adornment material, build a 
personalized interior atmosphere.
1.2 Achieve sustainable development by using green, saving and environmental protection

With the continuous improvement of people’s attention to environmental protection and resource protection, people usually 
choose economic and green materials for interior decoration. Based on the overall spatial layout, through the secondary design of 
the interior, to bring residents more intense visual experience. Compared with hard decoration materials, the cost of soft decoration 
materials is relatively small, especially for the current use of green environmental protection materials, but also has a very outstanding 
recycling value.
2. Specific application of soft decoration materials in interior environment art design

In the process of interior environmental art design, it is necessary to consider all aspects of soft decoration materials, formulate a 
scientific and reasonable design scheme, give full play to the role of soft decoration materials, and realize the purpose of improving 
the quality of interior environmental art design.
2.1 Overall collocation

When undertaking indoor environment art is designed, can use the adornment of a variety of different types, as a result of the 
colour of different decorations itself and functional existence difference, because this is different collocation combination also can 
form different effect. Because this is in specific application when, design personnel needs according to specific case, the style that 
makes clear interior design, assure the administrative levels that behave, show the aesthetic feeling that designs better.

At present, the application of soft decorative materials is embodied in the choice of curtains, the style of bedspreads and the 
types of fabrics such as sand release. The application of carpet and wall cloth is secondary. The overall consistent style needs to be 
maintained when specific collocation, and decoration design is used to decorate and foil the interior, coordinate the application of 
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materials, and promote artistic atmosphere.
2.2 Use of lamps

In the interior environment art design, lamps and lanterns are also very important decorative materials. Different lamps and lanterns 
in the design style and lighting function can bring people different visual feelings. Therefore, according to the overall decoration style, 
choose the corresponding lamp shape and lighting color. For the location of bedrooms, warm light tones are usually used to create a 
good sleeping environment for residents.

To sitting room character, can use cool color attune normally, assure the rationality of dimensional activity area. On the other 
hand, the modelling of lamps and lanterns itself also has important adornment effect to indoor character. Different shapes also show 
different styles. Take European crystal chandelier as an example, can better highlight[1] the gorgeous sense of decoration, and simple 
chandelier can better show the vitality of living space, pastoral style lamps and lanterns can create a certain sense of nature for 
residents. Different lamps and lanterns need to be the basis with the style that decorate when choosing, assure the harmony of overall 
environment, highlight local individual character.
2.3 Rational use of green plants

In contemporary decorate, green plant also is indispensable adornment material. Scientific use of green plants can beautify the 
environment, but also can further soften the decoration style, improve the comfort of indoor space, for the residents to create a relaxed 
living atmosphere. Because this is when undertaking indoor environment design, relevant staff member needs scientific choice green 
plant. There are many kinds of classification of green plants, usually can be divided according to the short, tall, soil culture and 
hydroponics.

To the design of indoor TV wall, need to regard collocation with lofty green plant normally, get rich tree, evergreen is very good 
choice. For hollow partition design, green and chlorophytum are a good choice. On the other hand, reasonable use of green plants can 
effectively absorb indoor formaldehyde and other harmful gases. To inside the bedroom, need chooses small-sized green plant, clivia, 
aloe is very good choice. Reasonable choice of green plants, not only can enhance the vitality of the environment, but also has positive 
significance for people’s health[2].
2.4 Application of patterns

The use of decorative patterns can play an important role in interior environment art design. At present, the soft decoration 
materials of patterns are mainly made of fabrics. In interior decoration, the patterns of wallpaper, carpet and curtains are the contents 
that designers need to focus on.

When undertaking the choice to these designs, on the one hand need to consider overall decorate design style, on the other hand 
need the interest that considers user adequately. Decorate to rural style, can use broken flower design, promote the natural feeling 
of the design. Decorate to children room, can choose cartoon or cartoon modelling, build lovely style. If the occupant has a low-key 
personality, he can choose simple patterns to highlight the decoration style and set off the environmental atmosphere.
2.5 The use of color

From the Angle of interior art design, the reasonable use of soft decoration material color can also show different decoration value 
and style. Different colors bring different visual experience to residents. The rational use of black can enhance the space of leng Yan 
and mystery. The use of bright colors can bring joy and cheerfulness to the residents[3].

The use of warm colors can make the environment look warmer. The choice of specific soft decoration material color needs to be 
combined with the overall style of the interior, and comprehensively considered according to the seasonal and temperature changes 
in the area where the building is located. For winter, you can use yellow, red and other warm colors for decoration, can enhance the 
sense of warmth. For summer, gray, blue and other cool colors can be used to bring more cool and refreshing feeling to residents and 
increase the comfort of living[4].
3. Conclusion

To sum up, with the improvement of people’s living standards, people have higher and higher requirements for their own living 
environment. Interior environment design style is developing towards diversification and individuation, which brings more oppor-
tunities to interior environment art design. Among them, soft decoration materials in the selection and application, need to take the 
overall style as the main tone, to meet the personal needs of residents, uphold the people-oriented principle of design, make full use 
of color, green plants, patterns and other elements to create the corresponding indoor atmosphere, to provide more comfortable indoor 
environment for residents.
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